
BA OPUS Pavo X
20896 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,6

BA OPUS Pavo O* 
20895 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,6

BA OPUS Aquila X
20900 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,6

BA OPUS Columba X
20898 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,6

BA OPUS Columba O* 
20897 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,6

BA OPUS Aquila O*
20899 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,6

SIBU l BATH ART  OPUS SIBU l BATH ART  OPUS

EN

SIBU|DESIGN_0619_500_EN

BA OPUS    With the OPUS Collection, you make a self-confident statement, as this pairing could not be 
more different. Like an artwork, OPUS X seizes centre stage and is both demanding and sophisticated, while 
by contrast, OPUS O is somewhat more discreet. However, it is no less exciting and possesses a character that 
derives from an interplay of strengths and personality. The whole is the sum of its parts and therefore demands 
courage.    

* Continuous production spreads the design individually across the entire product surface. Therefore, every OPUS O patterned sheet represents a one-off.

SIBU DESIGN GmbH & CoKG
Jupiterstraße 8  l  4452 Ternberg  l  Austria

Mobile + 49 1713445802  +31 6 1416 3698  l  Tel: +43 7256 6025.0
E-mail: info@sibu-bathart.com  l  www.sibu-bathart.com 



BA GENESIS Grey
20887 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,5

BA GENESIS White
20888 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,5

SIBU l BATH ART  BA GENESIS

SIBU l BATH ART  BA MARBLE

BA METALLIC USED Steel 
20890 / 2800 x 1250 x 3,1

BA METALLIC USED Sand 
20891 / 2800 x 1250 x 3,1

BA METALLIC USED Titan 
20889 / 2800 x 1250 x 3,1

SIBU l BATH ART  BA LEGUANSIBU l BATH ART  BA METALLIC USED
You can now also enjoy SIBU products, which combine the 
highest design and quality standards, in your shower cabin. 

As a result of a specially developed process, the materials in 
the SIBU | BATH ART range are entirely impervious to water 
and steam, and are therefore ideal for use throughout the 
bathroom. 

The extravagant designs of the SIBU | BATH ART Collection 
can be seen as an impulse that will bring your dream bathroom 
a step nearer. Moreover, the extreme depth effect and high 
gloss surfaces of the products are certain to amaze.     

Irrespective of whether in a renovation or a new project, 
SIBU | BATH ART products provide a time saving and innovative 
solution for your very personal bathroom design.  

 ❱  Scratch-resistant, high gloss, easy-care and hygienic surfaces

 ❱  The sheets with generous dimensions of 2,800x1,250 mm 
require only a limited number of joins and can be mounted 
onto the existing surface

 ❱  Further processing takes place on the spot using standard 
woodworking tools

 ❱  Cost savings derive from the speedy, clean and, above all, 
simple installation procedure 

 ❱  The sheets have been tested and approved for large 
temperature changes and high humidity levels  

 ❱  Highest quality standard - made in Austria

 ❱  Matching profiles are available for all SIBU I BATH ART 
products

BA GENESIS    In the beginning is the GENESIS Collection.  
A range that enables you to create a personal Garden of Eden 
and hence a paradise that emanates from your own imagination. 
The collection’s simplicity subsequently reveals itself to be a 
source of delight and virtually effortlessly, you can discover a 
special atmosphere of naturalness and freedom. Finally, there is 
the simple choice between a shower and a waterfall. However, 
take care! 
Your senses 
may play 
tricks on 
you!          

BA MARBLE    Irrespective of whether they are seeking a 
reminiscence, or wish to dare a fresh interpretation, those who 
love a sense of clarity and generosity, and delight in the timeless 
grace of antique architecture and furnishings, not to mention an 
intimation of eternity, are certain to find their ideal counterpart 
in the MARBLE Collection. 

BA METALLIC USED    Allow 
yourself to be enchanted. Sense the 
magic of a place characterised by great 
elegance, history and patina.  A 
cornucopia of style and finesse that is 
evocative of a Venetian palazzo. This is 
the spirit inherent to the METALLIC 
USED Collection, which in its 
unpretentious, yet extremely chic, 
manner will captivate you.   

BA LEGUAN    Be your own composer and orchestrate the bath of your dreams. Shifting, metallic effects 
and noble shades accentuate the leather structure of the LEGUAN Collection in a way that is both stylish and 
exceptional.  The stage is thus set for a delightful performance that is both carefully crafted and scintillating.       

BA MARBLE Black
20886 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,6

BA MARBLE White
20885 / 2800 x 1250 x 2,6

BA LEGUAN Silver
20893 / 2800 x 1250 x 3,1

BA LEGUAN Bianco met
20892 / 2800 x 1250 x 3,1

BA LEGUAN Nero
20894 / 2800 x 1250 x 3,1
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BA OPUS    With the OPUS Collection, you make a self-confident statement, as this pairing could not be 
more different. Like an artwork, OPUS X seizes centre stage and is both demanding and sophisticated, while 
by contrast, OPUS O is somewhat more discreet. However, it is no less exciting and possesses a character that 
derives from an interplay of strengths and personality. The whole is the sum of its parts and therefore demands 
courage.    

* Continuous production spreads the design individually across the entire product surface. Therefore, every OPUS O patterned sheet represents a one-off.

SIBU DESIGN GmbH & CoKG
Jupiterstraße 8  l  4452 Ternberg  l  Austria

Mobile + 49 1713445802  +31 6 1416 3698  l  Tel: +43 7256 6025.0
E-mail: info@sibu-bathart.com  l  www.sibu-bathart.com 
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